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Executive summary

A key issue facing health consumers, policy-makers and health care providers, both internationally and in Australia, is how to improve end-of-life (EOL) care.

Australia faces an increasing demand for EOL care due to an ageing population and increasing rates of chronic disease. Two-thirds of Australians die between the ages of 75 and 95, and while most of these deaths are expected, the Australian Centre for Health and Research (ACHR) has recently reported that the care most Australians receive at EOL often does not reflect their values, goals or informed choices. Evidence also shows that Australians are paying a high price for EOL care they do not want in a place they would not choose (Bartel 2016).

Balancing health care expectations with the resource-constrained health system to provide satisfactory EOL care remains challenging; however much can be done to improve the quality of EOL care:

- Conversations around preferences when nearing EOL, and understanding when care becomes futile
- Improved capacity to identify people who will die in the short to medium term
- A nationally consistent legislative framework to support EOL decision making
- Enhanced integration of advance care planning documents in My Health Record with primary, hospital and community health IT systems
- Improved access to EOL care in multiple care settings
- Promotion and engagement in public awareness programs that support EOL conversations.

The intention of this brief is firstly to raise awareness of the issues surrounding EOL care and to provide recommendations on what can be done to facilitate discussions on these issues among consumers and all sectors of the health system. We also provide recommendations on improving EOL care and care services. In the meantime other research aimed at providing deeper insights and more sophisticated evidence continues. This will be important in building new models of care for the future.
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Introduction

Dying is a normal and inevitable part of life. In recent times much has been written in Australia and internationally about the challenges facing people to make informed decisions about end-of-life (EOL) care. Australians are living longer with a greater burden of chronic disease. Overall, deaths are occurring later but within a narrower ‘window’ of time, and people are more commonly dying with multiple chronic diseases. The combined effect is that death should be more predictable.

Within Australia there is increasing recognition of the importance of EOL care. The Deeble Institute for Health Policy Research has brought together researchers, health professionals, policy-makers and the public for discussions centred on improvements to EOL care practices in the Australian health care system.

The intention of this brief is firstly to raise awareness of the issues surrounding EOL care and to provide recommendations on what can be done to facilitate discussions on these issues among consumers and all sectors of the health system. We also provide recommendations on improving EOL care and care services. In the meantime other research aimed at providing deeper insights and more sophisticated evidence continues. This will be important in building new models of care for the future.

What we know

In 2014 there were 153,580 deaths in Australia, which represents an annual increase of 1.6% for females and 1.4% for males since 2004 (ABS 2015). Due to the ageing Australian population, over the next 25 years the annual number of deaths in Australia will double, and people will more frequently die with multiple chronic medical conditions. This will make the EOL period more prolonged but also more predictable, highlighting the need to adequately prepare people and medical professionals for the challenges of dying (Swerrissen and Duckett 2014). Elderly people approaching EOL can be broadly classified into three trajectories, each requiring different EOL care priorities:

- Cancer trajectory—most people with malignancies maintain comfort and function for some time, with rapid decline in the final weeks and days preceding death.
- Organ failure trajectory—people in this category often deteriorate over a longer time, maintaining moderate function. Periodically they experience acute deterioration followed by partial recovery, with death occurring quickly from exacerbation or complication.
- Dementia and frailty trajectory—function deteriorates over time, and these people generally die at an advanced age of either neurological failure (such as Alzheimer’s or other dementia) or generalised frailty of multiple body systems (Lynn and Adamson 2003).

Two-thirds of Australians die between the ages of 75 and 95, and while most of these deaths are expected, the Australian Centre for Health and Research has recently reported that the care most Australians receive at the EOL often does not reflect their values, goals or informed choices (Bartel 2016). Death has become institutionalised, and while most Australians would prefer to die at home, only 14% achieve this (Swerrissen and Duckett 2014). Preference for dying at home does not align
with current practice (Bekelman et al. 2016), emphasising the ethical and economic implications for ensuring suitable EOL care.

The health care costs of people who are dying are high, particularly in the last year of life (Tanuseputro et al. 2015). While there is international evidence that home-based palliative care increases the chance of dying at home and reduces the burden of symptoms (Gomes et al. 2013), there is a lack of strong evidence around the cost-effectiveness of home-based palliative care services in Australia—although Smith et al. (2014) and McCaffrey et al. (2013) suggest that high quality EOL care may lower health costs by reducing hospitalisations.

When death is near and quality of life is low, it is difficult for medical professionals to know how far to pursue treatment, and understand at what point that treatment may become futile. Societal expectations and medical and technological advances have resulted in an environment where pressure to prolong life at all costs is widespread, often even in futile situations. Currently the health system is unable to adequately support people to effectively communicate their goals, values and preferences regarding care delivery in the later stages of life. There is broad Australian and international evidence demonstrating that medical professionals frequently continue to provide futile healthcare at EOL (Downer et al. 2015; Jox et al. 2012; Oerlemans et al. 2015; Willmott et al. 2016) and it is often counterintuitive for doctors not to do so. This is concerning, as futile care may prolong suffering and use scarce health resources (White et al. 2016). The decision to withhold or provide life-extending or death-delaying therapies affects people, their families, health professionals, the health system and the broader community.

**Where we are today**

The Grattan Institute identifies in its 2014 report 'Dying Well' that, when asked, most people have clear preferences for the care they want at the end-of-life, but rarely do they have open conversations that lead to effective EOL care plans.

EOL planning may become more relevant months or years before death, depending on the individual’s underlying condition. Advance care planning (ACP) documents are simple, widely available tools that uphold autonomy and allow people, in consultation with family members and medical professionals, to make plans and document in a tangible way their preferences for medical and EOL care (Jones et al. 2015). These plans aim to take a holistic approach to an individual’s care that is outcome-based, rather than listing medical interventions that a patient consents to or refuses in advance (AMA 2014).

While hospitalisation at EOL is common, with a planned approach it is possible to improve care and reduce healthcare costs by providing access to inpatient palliative or hospice care (McCarthy et al. 2015). This can involve redirecting people from high intervention curative treatment pathways (such as Intensive Care Units) to supportive care approaches or by providing palliative care (PCA 2014). Recent research has indicated that ACP in nursing home residents has demonstrated benefits including reduced numbers of hospitalisations, reduced numbers of residents dying in hospitals, and
improved compliance with providing medical treatments consistent with people’s preferences (Martin et al. 2016).

EOL care has a low profile in Australia, and is not widely recognised as a public health concern, despite knowledge that EOL conversations and planning improve care. A Newcastle hospital study was unable to identify any intensive care patients who had been involved in ACP (Zib and Saul 2007), while a Melbourne study of elderly emergency department attendees found that although 20% had discussions about ACP, only 8% had ACP documents in place (Taylor et al. 2003). Rhee et al. (2012) explain that individuals and medical professionals often feel uncomfortable discussing preferences for EOL care, resulting in low ACP completion rates and poor implementation. At present, too many Australians experience uncertainty, pain and suffering in the final months and days of their lives, and die in a way that does not conform with their preferences or expectations (Bartel 2016).

Australian conversations around EOL care are, however, gaining momentum. Innovative population awareness programs such as Dying to Talk (dyingtotalk.org.au), and Death over Dinner (deathoverdinner.org.au), offer strategies and toolkits to encourage conversations about EOL care at the kitchen table rather than in the acute care setting, to normalise these discussions and to help Australians determine what is right for them at the end of their lives. Other initiatives such as the Australian Government’s End of Life Essentials Project provide e-learning opportunities and resources for medical professionals to improve the quality and safety of EOL in hospitals. The advocacy work of clinicians such as Dr Charlie Corke at University Hospital, Geelong, and Professor Ken Hillman at Liverpool Hospital, are increasingly creating awareness of end-of-life care in the acute care setting.

What clinicians and policy-makers can do

i. Recognising and defining futile care

While broad consensus on the definition of futile healthcare has not been reached, it is recognised as clinical care that offers no reasonable hope of a cure or benefit. Futile healthcare can cause or prolong patient suffering (Cruz, Camalionte and Caruso 2015), cause moral distress to healthcare workers (Borhani, Mohammadi and Roshanzadeh 2015; Mobley et al. 2007) and draws upon scarce resources (Huynh et al. 2013).

Identifying that a person may be dying is an important step in recognising when restorative treatment aims are appropriate and, equally, it allows time to plan and deliver effective EOL care (Kennedy et al. 2014). Recognition systems should aim to identify people at two critical points:

- when a person is likely to die in the medium term (within the next 12 months), where episodes of acute clinical deterioration may be reversible; and
- when a person is likely to die in the short term (within days to weeks), and clinical deterioration is likely to be irreversible (ACSQHC 2015).

Research has shown that despite some optimism bias, medical professionals are reasonably good at estimating when people will die in the next year of life (Wolf and Wolf 2013). However, recognising
and diagnosing dying is marred by prognostic uncertainty. This complex clinical decision commonly relies on the skill and experience of the clinician, which can be complemented by clinical tools developed to assist in recognising the dying patient and avoiding potentially harmful and futile treatments (Cardona-Morrell and Hillman 2015; Kennedy et al. 2014; Richardson et al. 2014). Raising clinician awareness and access to screening tools may help to minimise prognostic uncertainty and futile care, promoting transparent conversations about treatment choice and care limitations.

ii. Legislative framework for clinicians

Recent Australian research has demonstrated that there are significant gaps in doctors’ knowledge of the laws relevant to EOL decision-making (Willmont et al. 2016). Currently legislation supporting ACP varies across jurisdictions (Carter et al. 2016). There are two kinds of directives: statutory directives that require documentation that meets specific government requirements; and, in some jurisdictions, common law directives that require a person’s wishes, however they are documented, to be legally respected (Ries 2016).

The decision to withdraw care is complex, with medical practitioners reporting that in some circumstances they provided futile treatment because of concerns about legal consequences (Willmont et al. 2016). This is particularly relevant when pressure from people to continue curative treatment is high or there is family conflict. The Avant Mutual Group, an Australian medical defence organisation, has identified concerns among its members around substitute decision-making, powers of attorney, and the role of guardianship tribunals, and found that medical practitioners also report concerns about the legal consequences of making the wrong decision for care withdrawal (White et al. 2010). While medical practitioners perform critical legal functions during EOL decision-making, they are not obliged to provide treatments they believe are ineffective or harmful (Kasman 2004).

To this end, as recommended by the Senate Community Affairs Reference Committee (2012), harmonisation of laws about advance care planning documents and substitute decision-makers, across all jurisdictions, will support a nationally consistent approach that will protect clinicians from medico-legal risk and improve outcomes for medical professionals and people. This should include agreed and consistent terminology, and the use of national guidelines and standardised documentation. The Victorian Government has recently taken significant steps to improving EOL care through the introduction of the Medical Treatment Planning and Decisions Bill (2016) to recognise advance care planning documents in legislation to ensure that they are authoritative and enforceable.

iii. Information technology

My Health Record accepts uploads of advance care planning documents; however, access to these documents should be enhanced, with greater linkage and alerts to the existence of these documents in primary health, hospital and community IT systems. This will facilitate continuity and coordination of care, improve clinician awareness, and assist in providing care that aligns with advance care.
planning decisions. Additionally, such systems could potentially prompt discussion and documentation of advance care planning at key times in the patient journey:

- at agreed milestones (such as 75+ health assessments)
- during chronic disease planning, and with the development of multiple comorbidities
- at onset of dementia.

Alerts could also be in place for residents of aged care facilities and recipients of high-needs home care packages that guide clinicians to complete an ACP as part of continued management and care planning.

In the acute setting, My Health Record triggers could also be established:

- following multiple MET calls
- following multiple recent admissions to hospital for exacerbation of a chronic condition
- for unplanned or unexpected prolonged stays in hospital.

iv. Improved end-of-life care services

Estimates from Australian research suggest that as many as 50–90 per cent of all people who die could benefit from access to palliative care services (Rosenwax et al. 2005). Evidence also indicates that reducing or delaying institutional care through home-based palliative care reduces healthcare costs incurred at EOL (Georghiou and Bardsley 2014; Hongoro and Finat 2011; Langton et al. 2014; McCaffrey et al. 2013; Tanuseputro et al. 2015) and increases the likelihood of dying at home (Gage et al. 2015; Shepperd et al. 2016).

Despite recognition of the importance of high-quality palliative care by the Australian Government through support of education, research, promotion and initiatives to support specific communities, there remains significant disparity in access across communities (Mitchell 2011) and these services have not been broadly embedded into the health system. Palliative care services are fragmented, with varying access and capacity across the country, depending on diagnosis, age, cultural background, geographical location, available resources and clinician knowledge (PCA 2014). Primary Health Networks could play a key role managing funding and take responsibility for improved coordination and implementation of palliative care services.

A broadening of the definition of palliative care services beyond its current application mostly to terminal cancer diagnosis will refocus services to people experiencing terminal illness for all causes. Services will require transformational change to meet demand and create a new model of integrated EOL care, including reallocation of funding in the community or through home-based care and away from specialised services such as ICU. Costs for such structural reform would be likely be offset by a reduction in acute care costs in hospitals, including from unnecessary and unwanted hospital admissions (PCA 2014).
Supporting health professionals in end-of-life discussions

Srivastava (2012) describes a deep reluctance among medical practitioners to imagine and discuss mortality and communication around EOL care, highlighting deficiencies in current medical training programs and continuing professional development. Medical practitioners are trained to treat, and patients and families do not like being told care is futile, resulting in clinicians avoiding these conversations. A number of factors contribute to clinicians avoiding these conversations. These include systemic factors such as shortage of time or a lack of appropriately private space; educational factors such as inadequate training and mentoring in necessary communication skills; and personal factors such as discomfort with talking about dying (ACSQHC 2013).

For ACP to be effective, planning and discussion around people’s health care preferences need to become an ongoing part of routine clinical practice. To achieve this, clinician training must include caring for people at EOL, and should include medical practitioner responsibility for recognising dying and supporting EOL, in addition to curative care (Willmont et al. 2016). Including EOL care in continuous professional development, through providing access to peer support mentoring and clinical supervision of all health care providers, will support medical practitioners and clinicians in managing the emotional and ethical challenges of these discussions.

i. Primary care

Future inclusion of EOL care discussions as an item on the Medical Benefits Schedule, or as a priority supported by Practice Incentive Payments, recognises the value and importance of these conversations occurring in the primary care setting, rather than after an acute event in hospital. For planning to be effective, ACP needs to be a component of everyday care. Multiple long consultations may be required, including meeting with the person concerned and family members, holding case conferences with the person’s care team, and in coordinating the necessary care. There is also an opportunity to fund nurse practitioners through MBS or other means to perform or support EOL care discussions and advance care planning (Rhee 2012).

ii. Acute care

In the acute setting, medical practitioners report difficulties in stopping or de-escalating active treatment. Admission to hospital is likened to being on a treadmill—once a treatment trajectory has been set, a cascade of interventions follows, with considerable effort and time being required when redirecting patients to a palliative approach (Willmont et al. 2016). Existing hospital systems constrain EOL planning as they focus on the delivery of care through distinct specialties, rather than making a holistic assessment of the patient.

At the national level the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (2013) has identified safe high quality EOL care as a priority. The Commission’s National End-of-Life Consensus Statement (2015), and e-learning tools such as the End-of-Life Essentials Project, provide opportunities to improve the provision of EOL care through online education modules tailored to acute care clinicians. Similarly, the Australian Government Department of Health, supported by the Australian Healthcare and Hospitals Association (AHHA), has developed online training for health
workers and carers who provide palliative care to aged people in the community (http://ahha.asn.au/pallcareonline).

Bringing a systematic approach to EOL care serves to link EOL discussions with existing policies and procedures such as: the REACH (Patient and Family Activated Escalation) program in NSW; safety huddles; and METs (Medical Emergency Teams). It will also allow medical professionals, people and family members to communicate concerns about the care being provided. To enable this, EOL care must be supported by organisational governance systems that monitor safety and quality of EOL care (ACSQHC 2015).

Supporting the community in end-of-life discussions

Failure to talk about and plan for death is one of the most significant obstacles to improving the quality of dying (Bartel 2016). While most people understand death and mortality, individuals and their families often struggle to come to terms with a terminal diagnosis. While family and carers play an important role in supporting decision-making, there is an imperative to keep the person who is dying at the centre of the conversation. Families should also be aware that ACP is an ongoing means of communication that should be reviewed over time and as a person’s condition changes.

Population health awareness campaigns covering dying, death and EOL care will assist in lessening misconceptions and improving understanding of the limitations of healthcare, and the potential adverse consequences of futile health care, especially at EOL. Such campaigns could also support people in making their choices known, and engaging in ACP (Bartel 2016).

Conclusions and recommendations

End-of-life care should relieve suffering, preserve dignity, be accessible and enable people to die in a place of their choice. The health system in Australia today provides increasingly aggressive therapies for the frail elderly that often extend life but also have the potential to cause harm. As a nation we have been slow to adapt to the care requirements of the advent of chronic diseases and an aging population. Medicine and healthcare have traditionally been designed around diagnosis and interventions, not normal ageing and the inevitability of death. Based on the workshop findings and evidence reviewed, the following actions are recommended:

- Education about EOL care options for medical professionals
- Conversations around preferences when nearing EOL, and understanding when care becomes futile
- Improved capacity to identify people who will die in the short to medium term
- A nationally consistent legislative framework to support EOL decision-making
- Enhanced integration of advance care planning documents in My Health Record with primary, hospital and community health IT systems
- Improved access to EOL care in multiple care settings
- Public awareness programs that promote and support EOL conversations.
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